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Dear Fuqua Students,
The Duke Fuqua School of Business logo is our most valuable brand asset. Using our logo
correctly is an important part of communicating our visual identity. In both print and digital,
most branding revolves around our logo.
When using our logo on a piece of club swag or event merchandise, such as a water bottle
or t-shirt, consistency is critical. Consistent and proper use of our logo not only ensures our
professional image, but also protects our logo as a trademark. Ultimately, this protects the
image and reputation of The Fuqua School of Business, and the value of your degree.
This guide is to help address some of the common issues that arise when using our logo. If
you have a situation not addressed by these examples, please contact the Director of Global
Marketing for guidance.

Best regards,
The Fuqua Global Marketing Team
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About our brand
Fuqua School of Business is a monolithic brand represented by our unique logo wordmark.
This “one brand” approach requires that the integrity of our mark is preserved at all times.
Preserving the integrity of our brand mark is imperative because it is a symbol of who we
are and the principles that guide our school.
For this reason it’s crucial that the following guidelines are adhered to at all times to ensure
consistency and maintain the heritage of our brand.

About our logo
Our logo comprises three elements:
•

box

•

wordmark

•

lockup

These elements, in their totality, represent our brand and therefore must never be separated
or used independently of each other. Separating the elements dilutes and undermines what
they represent, or stand for, our brand. The ONLY exceptions are outlined in the section
titled “Using the “School of Business” lockup” on page 7 of this document.
Box >

Wordmark >

< Lockup
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Using our logo
The following are general guidelines on how to use our logo for consistency. For more
specific guidelines on how not to use our logo, please see the "Unacceptable logo
and typography usage" section on pages 12-13.
•

Never separate, adapt, copy,
or repurpose any elements of
our logo.

•

No elements of our logo can ever
be modified or augmented.

•

Do not reconstruct or alter our
logo in any way.

•

Only reproduce our logo from highresolution files, never use a “screen
grab” or personal photograph.

•

To preserve the impact of the Duke
Fuqua logo, always use the “box” to
define the area surrounding the
Duke Fuqua wordmark and School
of Business lockup.
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Logo color variations
The acceptable colors for our logo are:
• Fuqua/Duke Blue*:
- PMS 287 or CMYK 100-72-2-12 (for print)
- #000099 | RGB: 0.0.153 (for digital)
• Black
- PMS Black 7 or CMYK 0-0-0-100 (for print)
- #3D3D3D (for digital)
• White

Fuqua blue, no border
(For use on white or
light backgrounds)

Fuqua blue, with
white border

White, no border
(For use on Fuqua blue
or dark backgrounds)

White, with Fuqua
blue border
(For use on white
backgrounds)

Black, no border
(For use on white
backgrounds when
blue is not an option)

*The correct blue for our logo differs in print and digital applications. For print, use PMS
287 or CMYK 100-72-2-12. For digital, use #000099 or RGB: 0.0.153.

Recommended usage
Always use our Fuqua blue or white logo wherever possible to represent our brand.
Fuqua blue, no border logo on white

White, no border logo on Fuqua blue

Black, no border logo on white
(For use when only black is available)
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Alternative usage
To retain the integrity of the “box” in instances where the background color is the same color
as the box itself — either white or our brand blue — always use the version of our logo with a
“border.”

< White border on
blue background
Fuqua blue border >
on white background

Our logo should ideally be used on items that are in line with our brand colors. See below:
DO use the solid box logo on lighter or
darker background colors or on non-brand
colors as appropriate

Do NOT use the border box logos on non-brand colors

DO use our logo on items that use our brand colors
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Using the “School of Business” lockup
The “School of Business” modifier or“lockup” serves to reinforce our school name. It is a
core element of our brand mark. However, depending on the item you have chosen for
your swag, the need to use the “School of Business” lockup varies.
To ensure legibility at all times there are instances where our brand logo can be used
without the “School of Business” lockup, such as at small sizes, and/or instances where
your reproduction technique does not support fine detail including, but not limited to,
embroidery, embossing, or printing on textured surfaces and small promotional items.

Promotional

As a rule of thumb, the use of the “School of Business” lockup should be determined by
the target group receiving the item.
Ex., Current student items would not need to include "School of Business", however,
prospective student recruiting items should include "School of Business."
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Follow the size limitations listed below when determining which logo to use:

Extra small
Min size: .375 inch/30 px
Max size: .75 inch/60 px
Small
Min size: .75 inch/60 px
Max size: 3.5 inch/250 px
Large
Min size: 3.5 inch/250 px
Max size: unlimited
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Clear space
Our logo should always have a safety area or clear space surrounding it. This space should
not contain any other text or graphical elements.
Graphics
The clear space between our logo and other graphical elements should be equal to no less
than the height of the D in Duke.

Minimum clear space required for
all graphical elements

Text
The clear space between our logo and other text should be equal to no less than the height
of the F in Fuqua.

Minimum clear space required for
all text
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Positioning (promotional instances)
Our logo should never be placed in close proximity, or locked-up next to any other
message, headline or graphics. There must be clear separation between each.
The minimum space between our logo and other graphics on promotional items should be at
least 1x, where x = logo width, see below:
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Typography style and usage
The font used for our wordmark must never be used for any other purposes, academic or
promotional.
Alternate fonts
These fonts should be used to separate your message from our brand mark. The first is
Domine, a Google font, which you should be able to download. The second is a licensed
font, which is very close to the Arial font, which you can use in place of the licensed font.

Domine
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789 ?!./<>";:

Arial
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789 ?!./<>";:
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Unacceptable logo and typography usage
The following are UNACCEPTABLE uses of the Duke Fuqua logo:
Do NOT use the “wordmark”
by itself without the border or box.

Do NOT apply any visual effects to our logo.

Do NOT rotate our logo.

Do NOT stretch our logo.

Do NOT use our logo as a watermark.

Do NOT apply any dimensional effects to our logo.

Do NOT alter the color of our logo.

Do NOT add graphics to our logo.

Do NOT alter the typeface of our logo.

Do NOT place our logo on an overly busy,
distracting background.
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Associated club names or messages should ideally use the Georgia typeface and appear
in Title Case. NEVER use our wordmark typeface to create messages or club names.
Do NOT use the typeface used for our wordmark for
associated clubs or messages.

Do NOT use any other typeface other than Georgia
for club names or messages.

DO use the typeface Georgia set in Title Case for associated clubs and messages.

Fuqua Golf Club
International
Business Club
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Resources
Our logo is available in a variety of formats for print and digital use. Files are located on the
Marketing Information and Resources Wiki, accessible via FuquaWorld under Common
Resources.
Outside vendors may download our logo at www.fuqua.duke.edu/news-media/for-the-media.
If you have any questions regarding which file to use for your application, please contact the
Director of Global Marketing.
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